in annual model species, specifically Arabidopsis, has been elemental in increasing our 6 understanding about molecular mechanisms behind wood development (Nieminen et al. 7 2015). This approach relies on the study of mutant phenotypes combined with the 8 identification of the underlying gene functions. Despite the progress, we are still lacking in 9 our genetic understanding of the regulatory networks behind wood formation. 10 Mutant phenotypes are not limited to annual species: deviant morphological types have 11 been described in many tree species, and these mutations have been grafted in clone 12 collections or vegetatively propagated and utilized in horticulture for their ornamental 13 value. Yet these mutant phenotypes have thus far been largely ignored in molecular studies; 14 very little is currently known of their genetic basis. 15 One relatively common aberrant phenotype present in natural tree populations is figured 16 wood, i.e., wood which displays patterns or markings on its longitudinal surfaces. This wood D r a f t 4 cuttings (Fan et al. 2013 ) Mendelian inheritance based on one (semi-)dominant, lethal as homozygous, curly locus.
10

Materials and Methods
11
Genetic material and field trial 12 Crosses analyzed in this study were designed and produced for testing and comparing Altogether 11 individual curly genotypes were used in the crosses, and altogether 1615 1 trees were phenotyped. All selfings of curly birches (C self), crosses between any two curly 2 phenotypes (C x C), or between curly and normal phenotypes (C x W) produced trees with 3 both C and W phenotypes; no cross producing only curly phenotype was found, only 4 segregating progenies (Table 1) . Proportion of the curly phenotype in the progenies of C x W 5 crosses was generally lower than in the C x C crosses and C selfings ( Table 1; Table 2 ).
6
In all the individual C selfings and C x C crosses, the ratio of 2:1 of C:W fitted data better 7 than 3:1 ratio ( show a general deviation from the 2:1 ratio in C selfings and C x C crosses (Table 2) .
10
In all crosses between curly and normal, wild-type phenotype (C x W), the observed 11 numbers of both phenotypes among offspring closely followed the 1:1 ratio, with the 12 percentage of curly progeny varying between 44-54% ( There was some variation in the mortality and growth between the progenies. The mortality 1 during the experiment was highest among selfed progenies (mean 25%), and relatively 2 similar between C x C crosses (13%) and C x W crosses (10%).
3
The average size of the curly phenotype, as measured by both the stem height and 4 diameter, was smaller than that of the normal, wild-type phenotype in both the C x C (for In our study, C x W crosses followed the expected 1:1 ratio, whereas we observed an overall 8 deficiency of curly phenotypes in the selfings and C x C crosses; the deviation was more 9 pronounced in the selfings. 151x133mm (300 x 300 DPI)
